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Popular Passages within books

Figure 4: Popular Passages in the context of a book, allowing the user to see an overview of passages
that appear in this book and quickly jump to their locations to read them in context. The quoted text is
highlighted.

4. NAVIGATION INTERFACE
This research grew out of our work and experience with
Google Book Search3, one of the largest digitized libraries
in existence. We saw the lack of authored links made it dif-
ficult for users to have a quality hypertext experience. We
felt that navigating quotations, reminiscent of Ted Nelson’s
transclusions, might address these problems and provide an
engaging form of hyperlink between books.

As we started the research our thesis was that if authors
found the same words interesting enough to copy into their
books then the books as a group probably share something
interesting as well. By exposing these implicit relations we
could replace the missing hyperlink network in the collection
and allow users to follow a trail from book to book discussing
the same words. We saw that these links are richer than the
typical hyperlinks on the web since they themselves contain
concise bits of information. Furthermore, they land the user
in a context where the information in the link is very rel-
evant. In our ideal, quotation based links would allow the
user to explore various opinions and interpretations of the
quotation in context across many authors.

As we designed the user interaction the first question we
asked was how do we present this idea to users. The word
“quotations” is descriptive but also misleading, since people
think of Bartlett’s, and ours is a much broader set. We
arrived at the less loaded term of “popular passages” which
gets across the idea that these are bits of the book that
appear in other books.

As part of our design process we developed user interface
mock-ups and showed them to users. One issue that arose
was that a good display form for the quotations we extracted
was needed. Through the mock-ups we realized that within-
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book navigation might be as engaging as across-book nav-
igation. We also saw that our design should allow users to
jump to books where the quotation appears in a fluid way.

4.1 Display Form of Quotations
The quotations that we mine do not generally have a good
display form to show users. Frequently spurious words will
appear at the front of a quotation because more than one au-
thor introduced the quotation in the same way. For example,
“Lincoln wrote,” was often tacked onto the front of Lincoln
quotes. Similarly, words may be incorrectly appended to a
quote, and because of OCR errors and spelling variations,
words might also be dropped. We call this problem of distin-
guishing between quotation text and context the “boundary
problem.”

Another consideration when calculating the display form for
a quotation is it’s length. The extraction algorithm produces
the longest run of shingles that are shared in two or more
books. So this means that a quotation group might have a
6-sentence quotation along with a 2-sentence sub-quotation
that is far more popular. It is desirable to display the shorter
and more familiar words.

We address both of these problems statistically by comput-
ing two types of skylines. The first skyline has a block height
based on the popularity of each shingle S in the longest in-
stance of a quotation. We create a skyline vector that stores
the count of each shingle Si in all the instances. This tells
how popular each piece of the quotation is, and will, for ex-
ample, show that a sentence at the start of a long quotation
is the most quoted form.

The shingle skyline is also used to address the boundary
problem. Generally if the longest version of the quotation
has additional words that are part of the context (“Lincoln
wrote”), they will not appear in most of the instances. So the
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Popular Passages across books

Figure 5: Interface for navigating between books using Popular Passages as a pivot point. The user lands
on this page via popularity links in Figure 4, and is presented with the list of books where the quotation
appears. Clicking a title takes the user back to interface in Figure 4, displaying the quotation in the context
of the selected book.

technique to compute the most popular form also removes
spurious context.

In addition to computing a skyline based on shingle frequen-
cies we also compute one based on punctuation frequencies.
The punctuation skyline counts the popularity of quotation
marks at the various shingle positions. We found that these
are also good places to start or stop a quotation when fig-
uring the display form.

4.2 Navigation within Books
Users of digitized o!-line document collections, especially
the collections of digitized books, face a problem that is
usually not an issue for on-line document collections: Navi-
gating within documents. For collections of books, landing
on a document is often times is not enough. When faced
with a book that has hundreds of pages, a user would ben-
efit from tools that can aid in (1) getting a general feel for
the relevance of the book and (2) quickly navigating to the
relevant/important bits within the book.

We believe Popular Passages provides one way to achieve
both goals. A passage that is repeated in multiple books can
be viewed as an important bit of information that has been
collectively selected by numerous authors. For the source
book, this passage has been deemed more important than
other passages in the book. For the secondary books, quota-
tions are often used to support a claim, and idea, or a point
the author is trying to get across, and therefore would be
located at significant points in the flow of the text.

When the user is viewing a book we provide the top ranked

popular passages that appears in the book as illustrated in
Figure 4. We currently display the top three quotations as
a collapsible module on the right sidebar, and provide a link
to expand the list to top 10 quotations. Along with each
passage, the page number where it appears in the book is
listed as a hyperlink, allowing the user to quickly navigate
to the passage inside the book and read it in context. When
the user clicks on the page number of a passage, the view on
the left jumps to that page, and the passage is highlighted
on the page. For each passage, we also provide popularity
links that show the count of the books it appears in and
the publication date range for those books, e.g. “41 books
(1977–2005)”, as a hyperlink. This link is used to facilitate
navigation between books as described in Section 4.3.

4.3 Navigation between Books
Navigation between books through quotations are possible
using the popularity links that provide some brief informa-
tion about the spread of the quotation, such as the number of
book it appears on, and the publication date range for those
books. You can see examples of these links on the right side
of Figure 4. When the user clicks on one of these links, we
present a page that is similar to search result pages, as can
be seen in Figure 5. The header shows the passage and the
source book from which the request for this page has origi-
nated. It is followed by a list of books where this quotation
appears. Each result presents the version of the quotation
that appears in that book along with some context.

The user can jump to the passage within a particular book
by clicking on its cover or the title. In essence, context links
and popularity links take the users between UIs illustrated
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ideas ⊆ quotations

“sustainable development does imply limits - not 
absolute limits but limitations imposed by the present 
state of technology and social organization on 
environmental resources and by the ability of the 
biosphere to absorb the effects of human activities.”

– The Brundtland Report



ideas and their connections

tragedy

eternal 
recurrence

Friedrich 
Nietzsche

Christianity





Problems in 
Mining and linking ideas
1. Distinguish “ideas” from other words, but at 

the surface all words look alike

2. No common classification (e.g., labeling) so 
relations are hidden  

• “Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE)” 
also known as “Mad Cow Disease”



The Great Ideas

• University of Chicago & 
Encyclopedia Brittanica 
published Great Books of 
the Western World in 1952

• 443 works in 54 volumes

• Bacon, Hobbes, Locke,  
Adam Smith, Swift, ...



Syntopicon: “Angel” to “World” 

2 volumes, 102 ideas, 7 years, 50 indexers, 75 clerical staff, $1 million



Great Ideas Critique
“In times like ours it is plainly impossible for 10 
or 12 men, working in one single tradition, to 
select and to explain all the greatest books...”

- NYT Book Review, Sept 14, 1952

• Missing Equality, Civil Rights, ...

• “Not our great ideas...”



Not my books...

...



Our approach

1.  quotations reflect
popular ideas...

2. popular terms near 
quotes are good labels



Without editors, ideas emerge 
from large digital collections



Without editors, ideas emerge 
from large digital collections



Key Terms from context

A quote from Justice Steven's opinion (Bush v. Gore Supreme Court Case) with 81 instances



What is context?

• Goal: capture attribution and concept labels

• Few hundred bytes before and after

• Quote with 81 instances → 1,000s words

• diminishing returns with more context 

• Look for frequent terms over all instances

• Separating the quote from the context is 
hard (see paper)



Two types of key terms
• Key Terms for a quote

• based on occurrences 
across all instances in a 
single quotation

• Navigate to other 
quotes

• A particular quote: 
“Dan Quayle” with 
“Jack Kennedy”

• Related terms for key 
terms

• based on co-occurrence 
across all quotations 
with a term

• Navigate to other 
quotes

• A relation: “space race” 
with “cold war” related



Both quotes and key terms exhibit 
qualities of smart crowds

“It needs to be diverse, so that people are bringing 
different pieces of information to the table. It needs 
to be decentralized, so that no one at the top is 
dictating the crowd's answer. It needs a way of 
summarizing people's opinions into one collective 
verdict. And the people in the crowd need to be 
independent, so that they pay attention mostly to 
their own information, and not worrying about what 
everyone around them thinks.”

- James Surowiecki in Wisdom of the Crowds



Future work: idea networks



Future work
• How have ideas caught on 

or evolved? 

• Use over time and place

•  Which ideas lost 
popularity after the 
demise of the Ottoman 
Empire?

• How long did it take 
Charles Darwin's ideas 
about evolution to 
influence various cultures?



Related work

Transclusion in 
Ted Nelson’s 
Xanadu



Conclusion

• Experimental but compelling aspects

• million+ books exposes lots of ideas

• navigate from idea to idea via key terms

• Crowd wisdom complements collective intelligence

• Key Ideas - skim ideas and read deeper in sources

• Wikipedia - overview & how ideas fit together



questions?

• “Generating links by mining quotations,” 
presentation this Saturday at 10:50 am

• Google is hiring student interns.


